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A definition is given for a cont inuous and probabilistic analog of a cellular space. 
The  concept of self-reproduction is defined. It is shown that this concept has certain 
stability properties, which allow it to avoid paradoxes of the type suggested by E. P. 
Wigner. 
INTRODUCTION 
The self-reproducing machines of cellular automata theory operate in a universe in 
which space is divided into cells, each cell being at any time in one of a finite number 
of states. Time passes in discrete steps and the state of a cell at time t + 1 is deter- 
mined by its state and the state of its neighbors at time t [1]. 
The activities of the cells are deterministic and perfectly synchronized. For some 
purposes, these features are undesirable. They are unrealistic and the aspect of reality 
that they avoid, its irregularity and dependence on random processes, is exactly the 
aspect hat promises to have the most interesting theory. 
It seems to me desirable to have a mathematical framework for studying self- 
reproduction in which, for example, the Penrose machines (see [4]), or the systems of 
biology, are easily represented. In many cases we have to deal with random walks and 
it would seem natural to think of the sequence of events as a Markov process. A 
stochastic version of "local transformation" is defined below. It is called a continuous 
local transformation. Time passes continuously and the cells are not operating deter- 
ministically or synchronously. The probability of a configuration X being transformed 
to a configuration Y in time t is an analytic function of t. 
Some plausible definitions of self-reproduction lead to difficulties, as Wigner has 
shown in his article on the probability of the existence of a self-reproducing unit [5]. 
Supposing that events occur by a continuous local transformation, a definition of self- 
reproduction is given that avoids all the known difficulties and seems to me to be 
intuitively acceptable. It is shown that this definition is stable in the sense that if a 
system is self-reproducing according to the definition, then it will remain self- 
reproducing after any sufficiently small change in the rules or in the environment. 
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CONTINUOUS SELF-REPRODUCTION 
DEFINITION OF A CONTINUOUS LOCAL TRANSFORMATION 
Let T be a uniform division of space into cells. Assume we are given a finite set 
= {S 1 ..... S~}, which will be called the set of simple states. 
A configuration is an assignment of a state in ~2 to each cell. So we may think of a 
configuration as a function from the set of cells into the set of simple states. 
A pattern is a configuration that is only defined for a finite region of T. 
More formally, it is a partially defined function from the set of cells into the set of 
simple states and it must have finite domain. 
Let F be a translation that is also a symmetry of T, and let P and Q be patterns. 
F(P) =- Q i f F  transforms the domain of P into the domain of Q, preserving the values. 




P2 --)" Q2, 
~n P.~Q. ,  
where, for each i, Pi  and Qi are patterns with the same domain and A i is a real number 
greater than zero. To eliminate redundant rules, it will be required that Pi  and Qi 
are not the same for any i, and also that there is no translation F so that for some i 
and j, F(Pi) ~- P~ and F(Q~) = Q~, on the domain of F(Pi). 
The intended interpretation of Pi--+~ Qi is that Pi is changed into Qi at rate Ai. 
This means that if we observe P~ at time t, the probability of a change to Qi in time At 
is approximately Ai At for small A t. We also want any translation of Pi to be changed 
into the corresponding translation of Qi at rate Ai. 
Let 
t Pi ~ Q~ 
L= 
be a defining list of statements for a continuous local transformation. Let R be a region 
of T. Then (57, L, R) is a continuous tochastic analog of a cellular space9 It will be 
called a Markov space. 
It seems sufficient o consider self-reproduction in a finite region of space9 So let R 
be finite and assume the cells of R are al ,..., a j .  An R configuration will be a function 
from the cells of R into ~.  
A pure state of R will be an R configuration. A mixed state of R will be a probabil ity 
distribution over all nJ R configurations. A mixed state will be represented by a 
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state vector with nJ entries. The same terminology will be used for any subregion 
of R. 
L operates on R configurations in the following way. If X and Y are R configurations, 
X is transformed into Y at rate A if there are patterns P and Q with the same domain D 
so that X and Y are equal except on D, and there is a statement P ---~a Q in L and a 
translation F so that X restricted to D is equal to F(P) and Y restricted to D is equal 
toF(Q). 
On the basis of this we can compute, using standard techniques, the probability 
that configuration Y is changed into configuration X in time t. We define Px.r(t) to 
be the probability of observing R configuration X at time t if we start at time 0 with 
configuration Y. Suppose C 1 ..... CN is a list of all R configurations. Let M(t) be the 
N • N matrix whose ij element is Pcv%(t ). M(t) has the property that if V is the state 
vector of R at time 0, then M(t) V is the state vector of R at time t. The derivative with 
respect o t of Pci.%(t ) is --Pc,.%(t)~k~i )tie + ~,kr )tki Pck,cj(t) where )tik is the 
rate at which Ci is transformed into C~. Thus M'(t) = AM(t) for some matrix A. 
Since M(0) =-/ ,  
A2t2 A3t~ ~ Ant n 
M(t) -= I + At + 2T-  + ~ + . . . .  Z n! 
n=O 
Every entry in M(t) is analytic in t. See [2]. 
SELF-REPRODUCTION 
A self-reproducing system is not necessarily represented by a single configuration. 
There may be several different phases of the system corresponding to fluctuations with 
time or spatial orientation. In any case, it seems unreasonable always to insist that a 
self-reproducing object produce an exact copy of itself. The object belongs to a certain 
species and it constructs another member of the species. For these reasons, we will 
allow a selfreproducing system S in (~, L, R) to be a class of R1 configurations where 
R 1 CR.  
We might say that a system was self-reproducing even though it did not always 
succeed at reproduction. We only require that it reproduce with probability greater 
than 89 The idea is that if we start at time 0 with any configuration from S and wait 
long enough, the probability is greater than 89 that we will find two disjoint regions 
R 2 and R 3 that have the same shape as R 1 and such that the configurations in R2 and 
R 3 belong to S. 
It is necessary to limit the amount of preparation of the environment that is allowed. 
It will be assumed that the environment can be put initially in any mixed state that is 
homogeneous. This means that the states of the cells in R-R 1 are initially independent 
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random variables and each cell is initially in the same mixed state. Thus the state of 
the environment is determined by the state vector 
I; il 
for a typical cell. 
A homogeneous environment is not necessarily stable. It may happen that some 
configurations are spontaneously generated with high probability. Such configurations 
should not necessarily be considered self-reproducing. Thus if S is self-reproducing, 
we require that there exist a time t so that reproduction occurs before time t with 
probability > 89 and also so that the probability of observing a configuration in S 
between times 0 and t is < 89 if we begin at time 0 with every cell in R in the environ- 
mental state 
n 
The definition is summarized below. 
Let (Y~, L, R) be a Markov space with R finite. A self-reproducing system is a class 
S of R 1 configurations with/71 C R together with a state vector 
for a typical cell of the environment R-RI so that there exists a time t such that 
(1) if Y is the mixed state of R in which every cell is independently in state e, 
then the probability of starting with Y and finding an element of S before time t is < 89 
(2) if 32 is any state formed by putting a configuration from S in R and putting 
all other cells independently in state e, then the probability of starting with X and 
finding simultaneously two disjoint regions R 2 and R 3 each containing configurations 
from S before time t is > 89 
(When it is said above that we find an element of S, what is meant is that we find a 
subconfiguration that can be translated into an element of S.) 
Let S be a self-reproducing system and suppose C is in S. Define e(C) to be the 
mixed state with R 1 in pure state C and all other cells in state e. Define E to be the 
mixed state with all cells in state e. Let P(rep C)(t) be the probability of finding, 
before time t, two disjoint regions of R with configurations from S in them if we start 
at time 0 with e(C). Let P(gen C)(t) be the probability of finding C before time t if 
we start at time 0 with E. 
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It is not difficult to give examples in which P(rep C)(t) tends to one as t tends to 
infinity and P(gen C)(t)  =~ 0 for all C in S. 
Let R be a region of the plane divided into squares. Let the simple states be red and 
white. Let L have one statement, hat a white square with a red on its left changes to a 
red square at rate 1. Let the environment s ate be identically white and let S have one 
element C that is a column of reds. P(rep C)(t)  tends to I as t tends to infinity and 
P(gen C)(t)  - -  O. 
I have the impression that the von Neumann self-reproducing machine could easily 
be translated into a self-reproducing system in a Markov space with P(rep C)(t) --~ 1 
and P(gen C) ( t ) - -0  for all C in S. However, it seems to me that a machine that 
works in the game of life cellular space could probably not be so translated. Whether 
or not a cellular space machine can be translated into a Markov space machine depends 
on the degree of dependence on synchronicity of cell activities. 
WIGNER'S PARADOX 
An argument due to Wigner [5] suggests that the probability of the existence of a 
self-reproducing object is virtually zero. A simplified version is given below. 
Suppose there were a self-reproducing object. We imagine it occupying some region 
R 1 of space and being specified by giving n parameters x 1 .... , x~. I f  this object 
reproduces in time t, there will be two regions R 2 and R 3 whose states are both given 
by x 1 ,..., x~.  There are more equations than unknowns and thus it seems unlikely 
that reproduction could occur. (This might be called the vulgar form of Wigner's 
paradox.) 
The paradox is avoided in a Markov space by choosing the definition of self- 
reproduction so that the reproduction time is a random variable rather than a fixed 
number. 
STABILITY 
Since self-reproduction is a phenomenon that occurs very often, it would be expected 
to occur in a stable manndr. That is, if S is self-reproducing in (Y~, L, R) with environ- 
ment e*, then S should still be self-reproducing after any sufficiently small pertur- 
bation of L and e*. 
Wigner's paradox, it seems, depends on choosing an unstable definition of self- 
reproduction. 
It can be shown that self-reproduction asit is defined above is stable. A perturbation 
of the environment will mean a small, not necessarily homogeneous, change in the 
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state vector e* for R-R  1 . A perturbation of L will mean a small change in (A 1 .... , Ak) , 
where 
t P1 7Q1 L~ " 9 ak 
Self-reproduction is defined by strict inequalities between probabilities that are 
continuous, even analytic functions of these variables. A small perturbation leaves the 
inequalities true and thus self-reproduction is stable. 
THEOREM. Let C and S be fixed. Define P(rep C)(t) and P(gen C)(t)as before, except 
allow the environment state e* to be nonhomogeneous. We can find P(rep C)(t) and 
P(gen C)(t) as analytic functions of e*, (A 1 .... , Ak) , and t. 
Proof. The same standard method is used for both functions. The construction 
of P(rep C)(t) is sketched below. Let Ct ..... Cn be a list of all R configurations. We will 
say that configuration Ci has two representatives of S if there are two disjoint regions 
R 2 and R 3 in Ci so that the configurations in R 2 and R 3 are translations of configurations 
in S. 
Define event Eij(t ) by the following conditions. Suppose Ci does not contain two 
representatives of S. Then Eij(t) occurs if Cj occurred at time 0 and Ci occurred at 
time t and if no configuration with two representatives of S appeared between time 0 
and t. On the other hand, suppose Ci does contain two representatives of S. Then 
Ei~(t ) occurs if Cj occurred at time 0 and for some T ~ t, C i occurred at time T and 
prior to this appearance of C i no configuration with two representatives of S occurred. 
I f  we start at time 0 with Cj and if we obtain before time t a configuration with two 
representatives of S, then exactly one Eij(t ) has occurred with Ci containing two 
representatives of S. Now let N(t) be a matrix with Nij(t ) defined as the probability 
of Eij(t ) given that C~- does occur at time O. We can find N(t) as before. Let e*(C) be 
the state of R obtained by putting R in pure state C and R-R in state e*. Then 
P(rep C)(t) = rrN(t) e*( C) 
for some matrix 7r. ~r is a row matrix consisting of O's and l 's. It has a 1 in the ith 
place if and only if C i contains two representatives of S. 
COROLLARY 1. Self-reproduction is stable in the sense that whenever it occurs a small 
perturbation of the environment and laws will not disturb it. 
COROLLARY 2. Given (~, L, R) and s, if s is self-reproducing with environment e,
this can be verified. 
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Proof. S is self-reproducing with environment e if and only if there is a number t 
such that a finite number of strict inequalities between analytic omputable functions 
holds. If the number t exists, this can be verified. 
Corollary 2 does not say that there is a way of refuting a false claim that a system is 
self-reproducing. It says that a valid claim that a system is self-reproducing can be 
verified in a routine way. 
As it stands, the notion of self-reproduction is not a very strong one. There are 
systems which are self-reproducing by the definition, but are very inefficient. 
A possible virtue of this weak definition is that the assertion that a Markov space does 
not have a self-reproducing system may turn out to be equivalent to some strong 
ergodic property of the Markov space. 
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